
March

Piranha Families, 

It’s hard to believe that our kiddos have completed more than 100 days of school! Some of the most exciting 

recent events were the Valentine's Day party and our100th day! We had so much planned, we continued the 100th day 
celebrations into the 101st day of school! March is another month packed to the brim with fun and learning!

Reading: Over the past several weeks, we’ve become experts at using our reading muscles and super-powers to 
tackle trickier stories! Moving forward, we’ll invite our kinders to become avid readers; we’ll encourage our readers 

to have fun with reading, set goals for themselves, learn from the stories they read (non-fiction), and begin to love 
poetry. We’ll celebrate your kinders’ achievements and continue to grow their identities as readers. 

Writing: At the beginning of this month, we will launch a unit on writing how-to books! Your kinders will become 
teachers, writing to teach others about their areas of expertise. This unit naturally integrates computational thinking, 
as students will create and write algorithms across many pages in their how-to books. 

Math: In math, we are wrapping up our learning about coins and will begin learning about fractions (fair share). We’ll 
investigate the passage of time and dive deeper into our understanding of calendar concepts. We will also begin 

investigating part-whole relationships for numbers 0-10. Your students will explore and understand that two values 
(parts) can, when combined, make a total (whole). This understanding will prepare students to study addition and 
subtraction story problems in quarter four.

Content: We’ll study states of matter and water at the beginning of this month. Students will explore the physical 
properties of water and work to answer the question “Why is water one of my best friends?” Later, we’ll explore 

shadows and investigate how shadows affect the temperature on our kindergarten playground. Finally, we’ll discover 
more about our community, just in time for Multicultural Night, on April 2nd . 

We’re looking forward to another exciting month in room 140!
Warmly, 

Natalie Walker

Snap Words

N E W S

As a reminder, your students are working on learning 
snap words; snap words are words students can read 

and write “in a snap”. Our list of words continues to grow –
please check the end of this newsletter for an updated 

list of words. 

Thank you so much for all your support at home thus far; 
with your help, many students have mastered their first 

lists and are moving on to more challenging lists to 
practice. This fluency with word recognition helps 

immensely during reading and writing!
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Amine - 22
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As a reminder, we have lots of online resources that students may use to supplement their 
learning at home! Below is a list of some of the resources that your child has been introduced to in 
class and that you may access from home. 

Online Resources

Class code: X I E N K CSchool code: kwah/3k6v
Class code: 77767

Teacher code: nwalker41



Our Snap Word Wall has grown quite a bit since the beginning of the school year! 
Learning automaticity with snap words is an important skill in kindergarten. Below is a list 
of snap words that are currently on or soon will be added to our word wall. Here are 
some great ideas for practicing snap words at home: 
• Create flashcards with index cards or regular paper. 
• Write words on a marker board or paper, then have your child trace them with 

different colors to make “rainbow words.” 
• Challenge your child to use two or more words to create a sentence. 
• Find Snap Words in the books you are reading and when you are out and about on 

errands.

a me the I like my

at look see here is this

an in it and dad house

mom park can do to be

we got was went she he

boy cat dog friend girl man

ran sat sit how you am

did fun get on up day

play say for are come love

too all ball had will by

go no so as has her

him


